THE ONLY ONES IN ITALY WITH
THE FULL INDUSTRIAL PROCESS:
FROM GLASS MASTERING TO PACKAGING

amgdisk.com

1994 - Maf Diskettes is born
Maf Diskettes, founded in 1994, is one of the historical brands in Italy focusing on floppy-disk
assembling and subsequent production of CD, DVD, CD-CARD CD-8cm optical media.

2008 - Quality ramps up
AmgDisk acquires the company, improving the CD and DVD manufacturing quality and specializing
in complex production and packaging: special enclosures for music projects, audio books, boxsets,
all types of shrink-wrapping and editorial packaging.

2012 - Opening a branch in Milan
The company expands its activity and opens its own sales office in Milan, at the Self-Distribution
venue, one of the most important enterprises dedicated to the industry of national music.

2014 - Production of 12’’ – 33 RPM vinyl records
AmgDisk is among the very first companies in Italy to resume distribution and production of
the 12’’ – 33 RPM vinyl format, as well as being the only enterprise to establish an important
partnership with one of the most renowned vinyl production companies in the world, with an
exclusive focus on the quality required to make this type of product.

2019 - Department Expansion
The company sets up a new department exclusively dedicated to the printing process and
configuration of paper and stationery, making use of the latest-generation printing devices. In
collaboration with some international artists and distributors, it introduces to the world of the
music industry the groundbreaking UV3D method of embossed ennobling, revolutionizing the
concepts of packaging and home video. With this new technology Amg has crafted prints and
finishes for Eagle Pictures with the exclusive O’Card for Bluray, also attracting the attention of
customers from other fields.

2021 - The revolutionary AmgPack is born

28 years of passion

Today AMGDisk is the only Italian company to retain the whole productive cycle internally:
from the glass mastering process needed to craft the matrix of CD-DVD optical media up to
the completion of the whole printing process and final packaging, only to further enhance the
presentation with the groundbreaking UV3D system. Always ready to provide new solutions to the
customers, in September 2021 the company releases the exclusive patented product “AmgPack”,
an alternative to the CD jewelbox created to raise awareness and minimize the use of plastic.

OUR
STORY
C O M PA N Y
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New Technologies

Our philosophy

AmgDisk is the one and only Italian company to date to make full use of
bleeding-edge production facilities for the CD and DVD assembling process,
ensuring full production independence compared to its competitors as well as
particularly high quality standards, all made possible through a sophisticated
glass mastering system used for all CD and DVD media.

AmgDisk’s commitment does not end with the productive cycle:
our attention to the customer is in fact identical to the care and
dedication that we show towards our craft. We do not just perform
“on demand” work: on the contrary, we evaluate in advance the
customer’s needs and offer thorough support and guidance.
Building upon decades of experience, our sales offices offer highly
qualified assistance both before and after the purchase, providing
all due assistance to the customer starting from the first steps of the
SIAE procedure up to the production of the finest packaging.

C O M PA N Y
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FIELD

Do you have a
project in mind?

Our strong
points

CD-Audio and CD-ROM media, DVD,
vinyl discs, printed material, boxsets and
special finishes with ennoblements.

For years AmgDisk has been a point of reference
with regards to production and marketing of CD,
DVD, Vinyl media and packaging, thanks to the use
of bleeding-edge technology.

C O M PA N Y
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How the industrial
process works for
optical media

The entire industrial process – from optical media to the printed material,
from assembling to packaging – takes place internally and is sustained by a
thorough and continuous quality check.
Moreover, the cycle is supported by the use of cameras that check the
processing codes on all the offset/serigraphic printing devices and on all the
packaging lines.

INDUSTRIAL PROCESS
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GLASS MASTERING

LASER BURNING AND DEVELOPMENT

METALLIZZATION

QUALITY CHECK

The Glass Mastering system allows
duplication of CD and DVD media by means of
an approach separate from traditional burning
and is optimized for outputs exceeding 300
pieces. Serialized production takes place
with a continuous quality check and the
result is of the finest grade, since the disc is
perfectly identical to the original. The process
is supported by the use of cameras that
check the processing codes on all the offset/
serigraphic printing machines and on all the
packaging lines.

The laser burning process that imprints the desired
video-audio content on the disc surface and the
ensuing development make it so that the medium
can be played, seen and listened to.

Metallization consists of the phase where CD
media are covered with a thin layer of aluminum.
DVD media on the other hand get covered with a
thin layer of silicon.

Each product receives multiple checks to certify
both the quality and reliability of the final output.

INDUSTRIAL PROCESS

amgdisk.com
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Each project is tailored to
the needs of the customer,
as well as the message that
the customer wants to
convey and communicate
through the chosen product.

05

06

GALVANIC STAGE

PRE-PRINT GRAPHICS AND PRINTING

The galvanic process leads to the creation of
a master disc called father, that upon being
cleaned determines the generation of other parts
called mothers. These will in turn produce 10-20
daughters, consisting of the molds that can be used
for the polycarbonate films

At this point of the process, based on the needs
of the customer, a further check is performed on
the files for printing the label on the disc and the
packaging.

INDUSTRIAL PROCESS
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PACKAGING CHOICE

PACKAGING

SIAE PROCEDURE MANAGEMENT

SHIPPING AND DELIVERY

The customer is invited to choose the technical
features and the aesthetics of the packaging.

The packaging is thoroughly studied and crafted in
a way that perfectly matches the desired result.

In an effort to best manage the SIAE application
procedure, our customers can make use of the
semi-personalized stamps that the company has
adopted to reduce wait times.

Products are delivered with a “free at destination”
clause and with the shipment costs included in the
invoice. The delivery process is empowered by the
support of the most renowned national courier
services. At this point, based on the needs of the
customer, a further quality check is performed on
the files for printing the label on the disc and the
packaging, while also determining the best quality/
cost ratio. Special customized deliveries using
private couriers may also be arranged based on the
customer’s demand.

INDUSTRIAL PROCESS
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PRODUCTS
01 12cm CD-ROM/Audio

03 DVD 9

The 12cm CD is a type of optical media
compliant with the Philips standard, with
a capacity of 650 Mb/74 min., containing
data in a digital format and readable by
PC players and CD-Rom (Compact Disc
Read Only Memory) devices. AmgDisk can
customize the front side of the 12cm CD by
applying a serigraphic finish boasting up to
5 colors, as well as using offset printing and
special processing methods.

The pre-printed DVD-9 format can contain
up to 8.5 GB of data, or up to 4 hours of
video encoded in standard DVD quality.
This type of media consists of two separate
layers, one printed on top of the other,
physically held together by a very thin layer
of glue. Since the information recorded on
the medium can be read from any of the two
sides of the disc, all content is accessible and
playable without breaks.
– Supported capacity: 8.5 GB
– DVD layers: 2 (12cm SS/SL)

02

04 DVD 10

DVD 5

The DVD-ROM medium can contain any
type of data and its content can be read by
any PC equipped with a DVD player, both
ROM and RAM. Since the type of content
is irrelevant, the DVD-ROM can be used to
create a DVD-Video provided that the files
saved on it fulfill certain conditions (just like
the CD-Audio, which is essentially a CDROM medium containing a set of files coded
in a specific format). The DVD-5 version
is the most widely used type of optical
medium at the moment.
- Supported capacity: 4.7 GB, or up to 2
hours of video content encoded in standard
DVD quality
- DVD layers: 1 (12cm SS/SL)

PRODUCTS
PRODUCTION AND DUPLICATION CD AND DVD

The DVD-10 format can contain up to
9.4 GB of data, or up to 4 hours of video
encoded in standard DVD quality. As with
DVD-9, this type of media consists of two
separate layers, one printed on top of the
other, physically held together by a very thin
layer of glue, but in this case information
is recorded separately on both sides of the
disc. As a consequence of this, the DVD-10
media containing 9.4 GB of data require the
user to manually change the side of the disc
that is being played, in order to continue
playback of the recorded content.
– Supported capacity: 4.7 GB for each side
– DVD layers: 10 (12cm DS/SL)

01 7’’ 45 RPM Vinyl Media
The 7’’ 45 RPM vinyl was a type of disc used
to distribute singles or EP. It has recently
made a comeback among enthusiasts.

02 12’’ 33 RPM Vinyl Media
The 33 RPM vinyl is the standard vinyl disc
format used to record studio albums.

SPECIAL FINISHES
PRODUCTION OF VINYL DISC
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PACKAGING

01 Cardboard envelopers
Cardboard or paper wallet envelopes
have a weight of about 250gr per
square meter, can be printed in 4 colors,
with added polishing by means of a
standard machine or lacquering, or
with lamination. If the latter method
is chosen, the final product ends up
being quite thicker and exhibits a glossy
surface that is particularly appealing,
suitable for the finer productions.

02 Vinyl Cases
The 12’’, 7’’ and 10’’ Vinyl Cases and the
internal printed envelope represent a
very elegant packaging style for vinyl
records. Our cases can also be crafted
in a more unique fashion, by making use
of our UV3D embossed ennobling.

03 DigiFile / DVDFile

04 DigiPack / DVDPack

06 Slipcase

The digifile is a type of packaging made
by coupling two layers of cardboard
weighing approximately 300/330gr per
sqm. Idrolack polishing, glossy or matte
lacquering, as well as glossy/matte
lamination are available here as well.
The first cover can be further
embellished through UV spot polishing,
up to 20% of the total surface.
Disc insertion can happen either
through the sideways cut, or in a
pocket, either horizontal or vertical.

Digipack is similar to digifile, but
present a different housing of the disc
which is placed on a tray, i.e. a plastic
base that is typically either black or
transparent (clear), which can be single
or made for two discs.
The number of doors and the placement
of the tray may differ from product to
product. Customers can imagine all
sorts of arrangements, a mix of plastic
trays and pocket openings can be used
within the same packaging, to include
a flyer or a booklet, in addition to the
disc.

The slipcase, also called o’card, is a
special type of cardboard packaging,
consisting of a box open on one or
two sides, through which one or more
DVDbox, jewel box, digipack or slimbox
cases – either transparent or colored –
are inserted.

The standard product has two doors
(with a pocket on the right door
for inserting the disc), but the door
number can be different based on one’s
discretion.
The number of pockets can also be
customized and altered at will, to allow
insertion of multiple CDs or a multipage booklet.
The pocket can also be crafted so as it
opens outside of the side door (a type of
retractable pocket).
Another way to place the disc in the
printed case is by means of an adhesive
pawl (available in different colors) at
the center of the opening.
Printout can use either a 4+0 or a 4+4
four-color format.
What is different between the two
is that in the first case the middle rib
inside is not printed. DVDfile exhibits
the same exact features of the digifile,
but with the DVDBox format.

The slipcase is an ideal choice to add
an element of further elegance to the
packaging. The material used is usually
cardboard, weighing 250 or 300 gr/
sqm. da 250 o 300 gr/mq.

DVDpack exhibits the same features of
the digipack, but with DVDbox format.
The DVDpack range includes nonstandard formats as well, offering the
possibility of freely positioning the
trays and pockets at will.

05 DigiBook / DVDBook
A unique and stylish packaging option,
the book-shaped digibook was designed
to include several illustrated pages,
in addition to the CD or DVD media,
which is placed either on a standard
black or transparent tray or inserted
through a pocket opening. The standard
digibook measures 12 × 12 cm.
The DVDbook is similar to the digibook,
only bigger in size: 13 × 20 cm.

PA C K A G I N G
PRINTED CRAFT AND PRINTED PAPER

PA C K A G I N G
PRINTED CRAFT AND PRINTED PAPER
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PACKAGING

01 DigiStack and DVDStack
Digistack and DVDstack are special
packaging types printed in color, very
similar to digipack / DVDpack, but
with the added benefit of positioning
multiple discs on the tray.
The discs are positioned so that one is
on top of the other and can be flipped
like a book, making the aesthetics of the
packaging very appealing.

01 Jewel Box

03 PVC Envelope

The jewel box is the classic packaging
made of hard plastic and used mostly
for CD-Audio and CD-Rom media.
The standard version is an enclosure
with two doors: one used for the cover
or the booklet (a booklet that may
have from 4 to 32 pages) and another
housing the inlay card. Then inside
the tray can be found, where the CD
media will be placed. The tray is usually
black. However, AmgDisk also provides
white, colored or transparent trays.
Double or triple jewel boxes (with
double inlay-cards) are also available
to include two, three or more DVD /
CD media, respectively. The integrity
of the product is guaranteed through
the shrink-wrapping process (optional).
There are also more unconventional
types of jewel box casings, like the
lowered slimbox, which is completely
transparent and can have the cover
only on one side, mainly used for
promotional recordings.

The pvc envelope is the cheapest
and most effective solution for the
distribution of DVD / CD media during
fairs or congresses and for editorial
combinations. In the latter case, the
envelope can be provided together with
stickers that make it easier to glue the
CD media onto volumes, booklets or
various publications. The pvc envelope
is crafted with perfectly transparent
material, then heat-sealed on three
sides and is available in three versions:
standard or with flap, with closure flap,
or with closure flap and adhesive band
on the back.

04 Paper envelope
Cheap and light, the paper envelope
protects the DVD / CD media while
also reducing to the minimum extent
all packaging and shipping costs. These
are the element that make the paper
envelope one of the most popular
methods of CD packaging.

02 BoxDVD/AmarayandslimDVDbox
The DVD box - or amaray - and the slim
DVD box are the most widely used package
types for DVD media (although they are
suitable enclosures for any type of CD
media as well), both for 12cm and 8cm wide
versions. Made of recyclable polypropylene,
in black or entirely transparent, this type
of package allows to achieve a stylish and
prestigious presentation of the product,
which is also resistant to shocks.
Both the DVD box and the slim DVD box are
provided with an outer cover, printed in 4
or more colors and inserted in a transparent
pocket. They also offer the option of
housing an internal booklet.

The paper envelope is made of
environmentally friendly material
and the central hole is protected by
transparent plastic material that allows
to display the surface of the customized
CD.
As a valid alternative to the pvc
envelope thanks to its cheap cost, it is
available in standard version or with
closure flap.

PA C K A G I N G
SPECIALS

PA C K A G I N G
ACCESSORIES FOR OPTICAL MEDIA
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PACKAGING

01 Inlay Card

02 Booklet

Inlay cards consist of one print
positioned on the back of the jewel box
packaging. The sheet is printed only on
the front for the jewel box cases with a
black tray, while for boxes that have a
clear (transparent) trays double-sided
printing is preferred.

Booklets are small books made of four
or more pages stapled together (or in
paperback format, if the number of
pages included is particularly high) and
placed inside the CD or DVD cases,
with a different shape based on which
of the two packaging format is being
used.

03 Flyers

04 Leporelli

Flyers are printed strips that are used
to customize the external side of the
DVDbox packages. They can be printed
as either single-sided or double-sided
sheets, especially for cases that lack an
internal booklet and have a transparent
tray.

The “leporello” is a type of internal
booklet which, rather than having its
pages stapled, is folded. It can be have
up to 5 sides (so 10 pages overall),
folded in different ways.

We are always there to
support our customers
AmgDisk prints in-house all products
belonging to this category, starting from the
graphical files sent by the customers.
For this reason we have created a guide that
helps customers create the files, export them
and send them properly, to prevent issues or
slowdowns in the production.

PA C K A G I N G
LITOGRAPHIC SETS
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04 Stamper Graphics-Disc

SPECIAL
FINISHES

During the glass-master processing
stage, logos or text messages are
imprinted inside of the disc structure by
means of a special method.
This gives the graphics a transparency
effect on top of the metallized surface
(either silver or golden).
On a DVD5 type of disc, this effect is
visible on the upper side.
On a CD it is visible on both sides,
although the finish is only applicable to
those types of processing that do not
take the whole memory area available,
allowing processing of the outermost
ring of the disc, which is not necessary
for recording the data.
The same goes for DVD5 media, if one
prefers to have the effect visible on
both sides.

01 Gold Effect
This type of finish, called “gold effect”,
allows to apply a golden metallization
on both surfaces of the medium, be it a
CD, DVD or minidisc format.

02 Vinyl Effect
The Vinyl effect allows to replicate the
same traces that are found on old vinyl
records onto a CD or DVD surface,
providing the typical vintage flavor of
retro media.

05 Digital UV – Foil – Soft Touch

03 Edge-Disc
The Edge-Disc process consists of a
metallization applied to the central
section of the disc, up to a diameter of
8 cm. The remaining surface of the disc,
up to 12 cm, remains transparent.
The transparent part can be customized
with any color or promotional
catchphrase, making the final product
one of a kind.

AmgDisk has expanded the range of
special processing methods, by adding a
polishing pass to small and large surfaces
with Digital UV and either golden or silver
Metallized Foils, for internal packaging and
printed material.
The plasticization of the cardboard case
with a Soft Touch effect is another addition
that has been implemented.
Starting today, digital UV printing service
is available for all types of printed material,
including products that are entirely
unrelated to CD and DVD packaging.

What does ennoblement mean?
The ennobling process is tailored to those customers who want to further embellish
their printed product, making it different and unique, especially when applying a thick
UV polishing layer with a 3D effect. The printed material embellished through the
UV3D polishing process looks unique and impactful, right from the very first glance.
Unlike traditional UV screen-printing with films, screen frames and embossing
procedures, which due to the overall cost is applicable only to orders for a considerable
number of copies and not really possible with shorter definitions and smaller texts,
the final output using digital UV looks modern and captivating. In addition, the overall
application happens very quickly and provides affordable costs even for smaller
quantities.
The embossing process can be further accentuated through subsequent steps and can
be combined with any type of packaging. Our sales department will help you and work
side-by-side with you to determine the best solution for your product!
At AmgDisk, we have years of experience in applying these ennoblement techniques
to all the paper packaging of CD and DVD products and we are now ready to expand
our business to other types of printed material, extending our scope beyond the sole
production of optical media.

SPECIAL FINISHES
CD- DVD FINISHES

SPECIAL FINISHES
ENNOBLEMENT
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CD/DVD/VINYL

· CD - DVD - VINYL
· SPECIAL FINISHES
· ENNOBLING OF
PRINTED MATERIAL
· PRINTED CRAFT
· SPECIAL PACKAGING
· ACCESSORIES
· LITHOGRAPHIC SETS

A COMPLETE
COLLECTION OF
THE WORKS WE HAVE
MADE OVER THE
LAST FEW YEARS

• CD AUDIO/ROM
Audio-Rom 12cm

• DVD VIDEO/ROM
Audio-Rom 12cm

• 12’’ AND 7’’ 33/45 RPM VINYL RECORDS
LP Cases and Envelopes for vinyl records.
Suitable case for 7’’, 10’’ and 12’’ vinyl records

P O R T F O L I O / CRAFT
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SPECIAL FINISHES

ENNOBLING OF PRINTED MATERIAL

• 3D EFFECT UV PRINT

• UV3D PRINTING SERVICE

New AMGDISK special processing: printing with the UV3D method, applicable to printed material of all sorts, 		
DigiPack, DigiFile and any other type of packaging not exclusive to CDs and DVDs.

• VINYL EFFECT
CD and DVD optical media embellished with a Vinyl Effect, not to be confused with the actual vinyl records.

• SOFT TOUCH
Special plasticization of the DigiFile cardboard with velvet effect. Also applicable to other types of cardboard 		
packaging, can be combined with other special finishes: in the picture above it is combined with Digital UV on 		
the logo.

• LAMINATED
At AmgDisk we can create packaging products directly on silver and gold laminated material 		
and further ornate them with embossed UV3D ennoblement

Starting today, AMGDISK provides the UV3D printing service on any type of printed material, even products
that are entirely unrelated to the packaging and internal setup for CD and DVD media! Ennoble your print with 		
the 3D enhanced UV, perfect for all types of large and small printed material: corporate 					
brochures, product catalogues, formal invitations, as well as business cards!

• UV 3D ON MENUS
Ennoblement applied to menus for restaurants, wineries, pubs and any other
type of venue with 3D enhanced UV polishing.

• UV3D ENNOBLEMENT FOR CALENDARS
Ennoblement with 3D enhanced UV polishing applied to calendars, as well as any other type of printed material. 		
In the pictures and the video at the end after this page, you can see a “before-after” comparison of the image, 		
both in color and in black and white, when applying the ennoblement with this special finish.

• GOLD EFFECT
In the picture our Gold Foil on the 3-door Digifile is seen, but this effect can be applied to any packaging style.

P O R T F O L I O / CRAFT

P O R T F O L I O / CRAFT
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PRINTED CRAFT

PRINTED CRAFT

• FLYER

• 2-DOOR DVDFILE

The promotional flyer, with great care shown towards both the graphics and the
chosen text, is usually made to advertise events, shows and exhibitions.

2-door DVDfile pack containing one or more discs. The most widely used format is the A5
closed version (15 × 21 cm) but larger DVDFile variants are possible as well.

• DIGIFILE WITH 3 OR MORE DOORS

• GATEFOLD CD
2-doors cardboard gatefold for CD media with a holed white envelope or cardboard color gatefold
containing the CD, contiguous internal spine with no interruption of the print,
CD + booklet insertion from the outside.

• CARDBOARD BAGS
Printed cardboard bags, with the opening on one side, also available as a variant with door.

• LP CASES FOR VINYL
Single case that can hold 45 RPM or 33 RPM vinyl records (with or without a paper sleeve).
The cases can be further embellished with the type of UV3D finishing that only AmgDisk offers.

DigiFile with 3, 4, 5 and 6 doors. In the picture the following variants are displayed:
3 doors and 2 discs, book pocket or pocket with external opening
4 doors and 4 discs, 2 booklets / 2 pockets with internal opening / 2 pockets and Slipcase
5 doors and 5 discs, with slip pocket
6 folding doors

• BOX FOR ENVELOPES
Coated cardboard box for CD / DVD envelopes, with additional internal booklet as well.

• 2-DOOR DIGIPACK

• DVDFILE WITH 3 OR MORE DOORS

DigiPack with 2 doors, with one or two trays and with a pocket or slot for housing the booklet. The pocket can 		
have a sideways or upward opening and can also contain an additional disc; the slot on the other hand can be either
horizontal or vertical.

DVDFile with 3 or more doors.
					

P O R T F O L I O / CRAFT

P O R T F O L I O / CRAFT
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SPECIAL PACKAGING

ACCESSORIES

• BOXSETS FOR CD-DVD PACKAGING

• DVDBOX

Special self-holding boxsets often used for CD-DVD collections

• LAMINATED AND METALLIZED DIGIFILE IN GOLD-SILVER
Digifile is a type of packaging that can house CD and/or DVD media.
The optical media is inserted in internal and/or external pockets in order to also
include more media or printed material with the product, if need be.
Printed with 2 doors with a laminated-metallized effect in gold or silver.

• PVC ENVELOPES
Pvc envelopes are the cheapest and most effective solution for the distribution of DVD/CD media during fairs, 		
congresses and for editorial combinations. In the latter case, the envelope can also be provided with stickers that 		
make it easier to glue the CD media onto volumes, booklets or various publications.

• PAPER ENVELOPES
Cheap and light, the paper envelope protects the DVD / CD media while also reducing to the minimum extent all 		
packaging and shipping costs. These are the element that make the paper envelope one of the most popular 		
methods of CD packaging.

P O R T F O L I O / CRAFT

P O R T F O L I O / CRAFT
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The only ones in
Italy with the full
industrial process:
from glass
mastering to
packaging

LITOGRAPHIC SETS

• BOOKLET CD
CD-sized booklet
Booklet stapled and housed inside of a JewelBox case
or other similar paper-made packaging.

• FLYER
Flyer, printed strip placed as the cover of DVDBox cases.
Another product of the AMGDISK Lithographic Sets.

• DVD BOOKLET
DVD-sized stapled booklet, house inside of a DVDBox
case or other similar paper-made packaging.

P O R T F O L I O / CRAFT
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Professionals
and companies
that relied
on our skills
Over the years, AMGDISK has acquired
a considerable number of customers.
The following artists and companies represent
only a small subsection of the total number of
national and international brands that
we collaborate with on a daily basis.

P O R T F O L I O / COMPANY
41

The artists
that chose
our
company
Several artists have relied
on our expertise to make their
projects a reality.

LIBERATO

SAL DA VINCI

NAPOLEON DYNAMITE

The faceless singer from Naples,
who inspired and won the hearts of
everyone thanks to his songs and
chose us for his projects.

An amazing musician who
brought his art to the stage as
both a singer and an actor and
chose to empower his studio
projects by relying on
our support.

Napoleon Dynamite, a very
successful comedy directed by
Jared Hess, had us involved as well.
It earned 44,4 million dollars and
we are proud to have
brought our contribution
to this result.

P O R T F O L I O / ARTISTS
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01. ADVISING
Our team is available at any time to listen to the customer’s requests and reach a consensus on which
solution may be the most effective and appropriate for the chosen musical and audiovisual market.

Services
conceived for all
types of need
Each service allows us to work
side-by-side with the customer and
gradually help them bring
their project to reality.

02. CUSTOMIZED PROJECT
We personalize each project, making use of printing tools that allow to create unique and exclusive
products which stand out for the material used, the shape, the colors and the size.

P O R T F O L I O / SERVICES
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03. PROTOTYPING

05. SIAE PROCEDURES

The prototyping phase allows to implement potential improvements to the product as it was
originally designed. We provide a model that adheres to the initial guidelines, so that the customer
can then evaluate the quality of the final output before its actual production.

We handle SIAE applications on behalf of the customer. The SIAE institution provided us with
semi-personalized stamps, the use of which lets the customer easily avoid the related bureaucratic
intricacies, reducing wait times to a considerable extent. The following information is recorded on
the SIAE stamp: name of the work, name of the manufacturer, type of media, type of distribution, a
numerical identification both in general terms and specific to the individual work.

04. PRINT AND DUPLICATION

06. ANTI-COPY PROTECTION

We print and duplicate optical media in a variety of formats. We create packaging and correlated
material, by studying all sorts of solutions applicable to any special need and using high quality
materials. The printing process can be further embellished in several ways, thanks to the special
processing methods that we can offer.

We provide an anti-copy service for optical media, the “Content Scramble System” or CSS, applicable to the DVDVideo format. The DVD-Video Content Scramble System protection allows end-users to play their DVD content
on any compatible player or on their PC, while also protecting the content of the DVD itself from any illegal and
unauthorized duplication. CSS licenses are developed both for duplicators and for hardware manufacturers (PC or
DVD players), since the information contained in a protected DVD-Video format are encrypted and can be decoded
by a compatible player. Currently, all the most renowned hardware manufacturers own a CSS license.
The first protection key must be used by the customer during the authoring phase.

PORTFOLIO /SERVICES

PORTFOLIO / SERVICES
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07. LOGISTICS AND SHIPPING
We handle shipping of all orders very quickly and, in case of specific urgency, we can also offer glassmaster and backup production to other companies working in the field. Our responsiveness is a
consequence of a thorough and effective management of the full industrial process that happens
entirely in-house.

08. ASSISTANCE BEFORE AND AFTER PURCHASE
We provide all due assistance to the customer during each phase of the process, before and after the
purchase, to ensure that full support is guaranteed at any time and for the most intricate situations as well.
The sales department and the production department are connected thanks to the use of digital tools
for information and work management. This allow us to perform recurring quality checks and retain a
continuous overview of the state of completion for all our projects.
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Toll-Free number

800 090 585

For sales-related inquiries and estimate requests:
sales@amgdisk.com
For general information and support on orders and shipping process:
customer@amgdisk.com
Accounting and administration:
amministrazione@amgdisk.com

